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Table 1 – The Guitar music manuscripts in the Senate Library of Madrid

Composer
1
2

D. G. G. M.
A.

Work
Cancion Patriotica p.a Guitarra / de la Alianza
compuesta / Por / D. G. G. M. A.

Price Classification
(in reales) number
10 FH 42918

Doce Balls nuevos / Para Guitarra / Por / D. G. G. M.
A.

50 FH C-42926-19

3

MORETTI,
Federico

Divertimto / A Guitarra y Violin / Del Cavallero Dn
federico Moreti

10 FH C-219-37 (1)/(2)

4

PORRO,
Pierre-Jean

Duo / Concertante / Para dos Guitarras / Del sigr
Porro

12 FH C-219-36 (1)/(2)

5

XAVIER
MORENO,
Francisco

Seguidillas Gachonas, / Caractèr Andaluz / ai, ai, ai,
que dolor: / à solo, con acompañam.to de Guitarra. /
Dedicadas à Señoras aficionadas; / por el profesor / d.n
Fran.co Xavier Moreno.

6

XIMÉNEZ,
Antonio

4 / Sobresalientes Trios / A Guitarra, Violin, y Basso /
Del Sigr Ximenez

-- FH 42922

40 FH 42919

Table 1: The Guitar music manuscripts in the Senate Library of Madrid
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Figure 1: Canción patriótica de la Alianza, D. G. G. M. A., front page. © Senate Library (Madrid).3

Figure 2: Canción patriótica de la Alianza, first music page. © Senate Library (Madrid).

3 Biblioteca del Senado (Madrid). Canción Patriotica para Guitarra de la Alianza
compuesta Por D. G. G. M. A., FH 42918. I would like to thank the Senate Library of
Madrid for authorizing the publication of the manuscript FH 42918.

guitarfoundation.org Soundboard Scholar No. 3
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If one takes into consideration the other work by this composer preserved in the
Senate library, Doce Balls nuevos Para Guitarra, it could be said that the score of the
patriotic song does not seem to be the work of an untrained amateur, although it is also
unlikely to be the product of a professional musician or copyist, given that there are
some obvious metrical and notational errata. It could well be in the hand of an inventive
guitarist with some experience—probably D. G. G. M. A. himself (in light of the frontpage attribution).

Figure 3: Canción patriótica de la Alianza, second music page. © Senate Library (Madrid).
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and harmonic structure.

Table 2 - Canción patrióticaTable
de la2:Alianza
Canciónstructure.
patriótica de la Alianza structure.
Formal structure

Tonality

Introduction (instrumental)

A major

A
(Verse)
B
(Refrain)
Coda
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A major
F# minor/ A major
A major

Length in bars (measures)
1-11
(4 + 3 [+ 1] + 4)
12-19
(4 + 4)
20-31
(4 + 4 + 3 [+1])
31-36
(2 [+ 1] + 4)

What is truly remarkable about the Canción patriótica de la Alianza is that its
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author uses two G-clef staves in the introduction to write the music of a single

What is truly remarkable about the Canción patriótica
de la Alianza is that its author uses two G-clef staves in the
introduction to write the music of a single instrument—
something exceptional in the context of the guitar repertoire
we know of in the second half of the 18th and early 19th
centuries. He also uses this surprising notational device in
the final piece of the Doce Balls nuevos Para Guitarra (Twelve
New Waltzes for Guitar) (Figure 4).
Although this type of writing in two staves can solve
the problem of voice separation and, therefore, is arguably
superior to the “primitive” notation practices in vogue
at the time, there are several factors that could have led

to its rejection by nineteenth-century guitarists. First,
it is obvious that the functional use of stem direction
in the same stave (upper voices=stems upwards; lower
voices=stems downwards), or the solution found by Juan
de Arespacochaga—in a passage of similar characteristics to
those of D. G. G. M. A.—of writing the melody and bass
stems upward but clearly separated, would have solved the
problem of the texture density (Figure 5). On the other
hand, the use of two staves in a piece for solo guitar could
only be considered a luxury solution because of its excessive
use of expensive paper.

Figure 4: 12th waltz of Doce Balls nuevos / Para Guitarra, D. G. G. M. A. © Senate Library (Madrid).4

Figure 5: First variation from Variaciónes sobre la entrada de una Polaca, Juan de Arespacochaga.
© Municipal Historical Library of Madrid.5

4 Biblioteca del Senado (Madrid). Doce Balls nuevos / Para Guitarra / Por D. G. G.
M. A., FH C-42926-19. I would like to thank the kindness of the Senate Library of
Madrid for authorizing me the publication of this fragment of the Doce Balls…

5 E-Mm. Variaciones sobre la entrada de una Polaca para Guitarra, Mus 720-21. I
would like to thank the Municipal Historical Library of Madrid for permission to
publish this fragment.

guitarfoundation.org Soundboard Scholar No. 3
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But notating the music of a single guitar on two
different staves was not an exclusive practice of D. G. G.
M. A. Fernando Sor would go much further in his Fantaisie
pour la guitare, Op . 7. The Fantaisie was published for the
first time in France in 1814, with a notation system of two
staves and three different clefs. With this system, the music
is presented at its true pitch, while the dense textures of the
work are perceived much more clearly (Figure 6).
It is interesting to note that Sor’s works published
after this fantasy did not appear on parallel staves. All the
later editions of the Fantaisie would be published using the
normative system for guitar music, that is, with a single staff
and a G clef.

It appears that the only guitar-like instrument which
prompted music publishers and composers to attempt
to write for it using the grand staff with any consistency
was the lyre guitar. Charles Doisy, the early 19th-century
Parisian music publisher, recommended this kind of
notation in his Principes généraux de la guitare à cinq et
à six cordes et de la lyre…(addendum of 1804), p. 72.7
But in the end, the single staff with the octave-transposing
G clef prevailed.

Figure 6: Fragment of the Fantaisie pour la guitare, Op. 7, Fernando Sor.6

6 I would like to thank Luis Briso de Montiano for permission to publish from
his personal collection this fragment from the first edition of Sor’s Fantaisie pour
la Guitare… Dediee A Son Ami Jgnace Pleyel Par F. Sor (No plate no. Listed in the
Bibliographie de l'Empire Francais on 3 Sept. 1814.) As Brian Jeffery notes in Fernando
Sor (1994), p. 152, this music is printed on two staves, and no opus number is given.
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7 See Gonzalo Gallardo, “Alternatives in Guitar Notation: Towards a Practical
Implementation of Clef and Score Reading on the Guitar” (Doctor of Music Treatise,
The Florida State University, 2011), p. 20. Thanks to Thomas Heck for providing this
reference.

